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Terrorism, global warming, French
versus Australian wine, and our ageing
population – these issues are all
part of The Forum, a series of panel
discussions featuring some of the
University of Adelaide’s best minds at
Open Day on Sunday 20 August.
The Forum will see leading University
researchers and other panellists tackle
four major issues in a series of public
discussions throughout Open Day. Each
forum will contribute to public debate,
enabling the community to interact with
panellists, ask questions and have their
say on the issues.
To be held in the Eclipse Room on Level
4 of Union House, The Forum is one of
many reasons to visit the University of
Adelaide on Open Day. (See our Open
Day feature on pages 10-11.)

Climate Change – it’s
too late, learn to adapt!
10am
What it’s about:
The Earth’s climate has warmed and
cooled for millions of years. We
regularly hear on the news that changes
to the environment are as a result of
global warming. Are the changes really
as bad as we have been told? What
is likely to happen in the future? Will
climate change continue to grow worse
over time? Is it already too late?
Panellists:
Associate Professor Garrett Cullity
– Head of the Discipline of Philosophy,
University of Adelaide

Above: An Australian soldier on patrol in Afghanistan.
The deployment of special forces to Afghanistan is
part of Australia’s involvement with the international
community to combat terrorism. Top researchers at
the University of Adelaide’s Open Day this month will
ask the question: have the terrorists already won?
Photo copyright the Australian Department
of Defence, www.defence.gov.au

Professor Bob Hill – Head of the School
of Earth & Environmental Sciences,
University of Adelaide, and Head of
Science, South Australian Museum
Associate Professor Gus Nathan
– Lecturer in the School of Mechanical
Engineering, University of Adelaide
Professor Ian Plimer – Professor of
Mining Geology in the School of Earth
& Environmental Sciences, University
of Adelaide
Story continued on page 11
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Day again at the North Terrace Campus this month,
Sunday 20 August. Roseworthy Campus is also
holding its Careers and Information Day on Friday 18
August. There’s a lot about Open Day in this issue of
the Adelaidean and also on the University’s website,
so please have a look at what we have in store for you
– hopefully you’ll find something to your liking. But more
on our local activities later.
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Coming Events:

Importantly, the University will make history by holding its
very first International Open Days.

All coming events must be University of
Adelaide related and of public interest.
Please send details of events via email to:
david.ellis@adelaide.edu.au

Over the first weekend in September, the University
of Adelaide will hold an Open Day each in Malaysia
and Singapore. This represents a new element of our
engagement with our education partners, graduates
and friends in the South-East Asian region, and it is very
exciting to be able to open the doors of the University, as
it were, to our overseas communities.

Deadline for September issue:
Monday 7 August 2006
Marketing & Strategic Communications,
University of Adelaide,
South Australia, 5005.
Tel:
+61 8 8303 5414
Fax: +61 8 8303 4829
Email: david.ellis@adelaide.edu.au

The Open Day in Malaysia will be held at the Hotel Nikko,
Kuala Lumpur, on Saturday 2 September, while the Open
Day in Singapore will be held at the Orchard Hotel on
Sunday 3 September. Each International Open Day will
feature talks and seminars from the various academic
faculties based on our research strengths, as well as
involvement from our Development & Alumni office and
our graduates in the region.
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Registered by Australia Post No
565001/00046
CRICOS Provider Number 00123M

I’ve often written in this column about the power
of education to bridge gaps between cultures and
countries, and these events will play an important role
in showing the wider communities in Malaysia and
Singapore what the University of Adelaide offers.

For those interested in the International Open Days, there
will be more information available closer to the dates.
The concept of opening the University to the wider
community – both in Australia and abroad – is something
that appeals to me greatly. From the moment I arrived in
Adelaide to take the position of Vice-Chancellor I believed
that the University was under-selling itself a bit. Years
later, the University has more signage to show visitors
and passers-by who we are and what we do, our grounds
are more beautiful, more open and more accessible than
ever before, and our marketing campaigns are really
shouting to the world what it is the University is able to
achieve on so many fronts.
Open Days are an extension of that. It is true that they
are predominantly aimed at recruiting more students,
or providing them with a better understanding of our
University and what study options are available to them,
but Open Days are so much more than that. They are a
celebration of University life, of all of the elements that
go into making this an exciting and exceptional university
to study and work in.
I extend the invitation to you, the reader, whether you
are a university student, staff member, volunteer, friend,
graduate or just a casual reader of this publication, to see
what we have in store for you at one of our Open Days
– North Terrace, Roseworthy, Malaysia or Singapore. Our
doors are open to you.

PROFESSOR JAMES A. McWHA
Vice-Chancellor and President

On your bike!
Bachelor of Media graduate Fiona
Shilton has won first prize in the 2005
Graduate Destination Survey draw – a
Vespa scooter valued at more than
$4000. Fiona, seen here celebrating
with her children Oliver and Lily, took
delivery of her Vespa 2006 LX50 Rosso
Dragon last month. All University of
Adelaide graduates who completed
the 2005 Graduate Destination Survey
went into the draw to win the prize.
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Healthy boost to student places
Health Sciences
A joint lobbying effort by the
University of Adelaide and the State
Government has resulted in an extra
85 student places for health-related
disciplines in 2007.
Forty of these places have been
allocated to the University’s Medical
School, boosting its current intake
by 40% – “a great outcome,”
according to the Deputy ViceChancellor (Academic), Professor
Fred McDougall.
Another 45 places will be shared
between the disciplines of clinical
psychology (10) and nursing (35),

including 25 places for mental
health nursing.

In April, the Federal Government
announced a $250 million package
to fund extra medicine and nursing
places at universities across the
country.

Federal Health Minister the Hon.
Julie Bishop announced the funding
increases in mid-July, confirming a
national allocation of 2850 additional
university places in health-related
disciplines.
Professor McDougall said the
additional places would go a long
way towards providing for South
Australia’s future workforce needs.

At the Council of Australian
Governments meeting on 14 July,
Prime Minister John Howard said
the new places would be introduced
over time and would take to 600 the
number of Commonwealth-funded
places by 2011.

“It is a clear indication that the
strong partnership between the
State Government and the University
of Adelaide, in lobbying for these
extra medical places, has produced
the best outcome for South
Australia.”

The Executive Dean of the Faculty
of Health Sciences, Professor
Justin Beilby, said the extra places,
coupled with the changes to the
Medical School admissions process,
represented a big tick for the future
of the medical workforce in the State.
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“We are prepared to do what it
takes in order to train more medical
students in South Australia and
to work closely with the State
Government to facilitate their
retention in the State.”
Story by Candy Gibson

To hear more about Health Sciences
at the University of Adelaide, visit
Open Day on Sunday 20 August,
North Terrace, 10am-4pm.
www.adelaide.edu.au/openday
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Historic appointment
for Zoo chief
Science
Adelaide Zoo chief executive officer
Chris West has been appointed to
the Chair of Zoology at the University
of Adelaide, creating a rare fusion of
science, education and field support.
Professor West brings a wealth
of international experience to his
new post, which will involve some
teaching and collaborative research
projects between the Zoo and the
University.
A former Director of London Zoo,
Professor West immigrated to
Australia earlier this year to take up
his position as chief executive of the
Royal Zoological Society of South
Australia, which runs both Adelaide
Zoo and Monarto Zoological Park.
This is the first time in the Zoo’s
history that its chief executive has
occupied the Chair of Zoology at the
University of Adelaide.
“It’s a rare, but sensible fusion
between the two organisations
because we have a great overlap of
interests,” Professor West said.
“At the Zoo we need to make sure
that any decisions relating to the
animals are underpinned by a
scientific basis. Our connection with
the University will ensure this.

“I think the Zoo can also be a great
recruiting centre for the University.
We always have a full house when
we hold career days and many of
these young people are potential
University students.”
The Head of the School of Earth and
Environmental Sciences, Professor
Bob Hill, said the Zoo’s strong
conservation stance was aligned
with the University’s teaching
curriculum and research strengths.
“Professor West offers exciting
potential for new research and
teaching links. There is a strong
history of collaboration already in
place with the Zoo, but we have
identified ways in which this can
be reinforced. Present and future
students will benefit greatly from his
appointment,” Professor Hill said.
West has been chief executive of
Adelaide Zoo and Monarto since
February.

Professor West spent his formative
years in West Africa, where his
interest in wildlife was nurtured. He
qualified as a vet in the early 1980s
and later followed an academic path,
teaching surgery and undertaking
anaesthesia research before
accepting a managerial position with
a large pharmaceutical company.

Some exciting changes are planned
for the Zoo within the next two
years, including the development of
more cutting-edge exhibits like the
South-East Asian Rainforest, where,
via an intimate viewing platform, the
public is immersed in a lush tropical
environment with some of the
world’s most endangered species.

His interest in conservation and
wildlife led to a senior curator’s
position at Chester Zoo and then the
top job at London Zoo. Professor

Adelaide Zoo CEO and Professor of Zoology
at the University of Adelaide Chris West with
“Banks”, a Red-tailed black cockatoo
Photo by Candy Gibson

To hear more about Sciences at
the University of Adelaide, visit
Open Day on Sunday 20 August,
North Terrace, 10am-4pm.
www.adelaide.edu.au/openday

Story by Candy Gibson

PhDs in clean sweep
Medical Research

This year the award went to
Lachlan Moldenhauer, a third-year
PhD student with the University’s
Research Centre for Reproductive
Health, with a presentation ‘The
fetus: why isn’t it rejected by
the mother?’

The University of Adelaide made
a clean sweep of the finals of this
year’s Ross Wishart Memorial
Award for young South Australian
research scientists.
All four finalists of the Australian
Society for Medical Research
(ASMR) award were University of
Adelaide PhD students – out of
more than 110 entries.

Lachlan’s research focuses on
cellular and molecular events
taking place during pregnancy that
allow the pregnancy to continue
without immune rejection of
the fetus. This has significant
implications for the field of organ
transplantation.

The overall winner is selected
based on a presentation to the
South Australian Division of
the Society’s Annual Scientific
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Meeting – held during last month’s
Medical Research Week.
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The other finalists were: Lisa
Bailey, a PhD student within
the School of Molecular and
Biomedical Science; Kirsty
Pringle, a PhD student within the
Research Centre for Reproductive
Health; and Danny Eckert who
is completing his PhD at the
Adelaide Institute for Sleep Health.
The annual awards are named
after Ross Wishart in recognition
of his significant contributions
to medical research and the
ASMR. Ross was only 36 when
he died in 1995 after a long
battle with cancer.
Story by Robyn Mills

Top teachers among nation’s best
Teaching
Seven University of Adelaide
teaching staff have been named
among the best in Australia,
receiving national citations for
excellence in teaching.
The Carrick Institute for Learning
and Teaching in Higher Education
has named the Adelaide teaching
staff in its inaugural Citations for
Outstanding Contributions to
Student Learning, worth $10,000
each.
The citations recognise the unique
contributions to quality teaching
by academic staff from universities
around Australia.

• Dr Anna Chur-Hansen (Psychiatry)
for outstanding contributions to
research and literature related
to the education of health
professionals, which have
benefited the learning experiences
of students locally, nationally and
internationally.

• Dr Joy McEntee (English)
for modelling an “infectious
enthusiasm” for learning
and teaching as stimulating
and emotionally rewarding
experiences, inspiring both
learners and teachers over a
10-year period.

• Dr Mark Jaksa (Civil &
Environmental Engineering) for
the creation of innovative teaching
resources that reflect enthusiasm
for and a command of the field
and that lead to enhanced student
understanding of the principles of
geotechnical engineering.

• Associate Professor David Paton
(Earth & Environmental Sciences)
for the provision of resources
and curricula that result in
experiential learning opportunities
for undergraduate students in the
environmental sciences.

The seven staff nominated by the
University of Adelaide for 2006 and
awarded by the Carrick Institute are:

• Associate Professor Amanda
Le Couteur (Psychology) for
excellence in teaching and
for institutional leadership in
promoting student-centred
learning in the discipline of
Psychology.

• Dr Ben Cazzolato (Mechanical
Engineering) for the development
of innovative and engaging
approaches to teaching and
assessing control theory in order
to stimulate independent learning
and critical thinking.

• Associate Professor Holger Maier
(Civil & Environmental Engineering)
for sustained contributions to
the development and promotion
of online situational learning for
the development of graduate
attributes.

A ceremony to present the citations
to the recipients will be held at the
National Wine Centre, University of
Adelaide, on 10 August.
The University’s Deputy ViceChancellor (Academic), Professor
Fred McDougall, has offered his
congratulations to all of the citation
recipients, noting that “their
achievement is further evidence
of the quality of teaching at the
University of Adelaide”.
“All of the citation recipients are
previous winners of our own awards
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for excellence in teaching, and to
have their outstanding contributions
validated by the Carrick Institute
is an honour for each of them,”
Professor McDougall said.
“Innovations in teaching being
practised by our academic staff
mean that our students have the
best possible chance to learn and
succeed in their chosen fields
of study.
“Importantly, the quality of our
teaching is based on the latest
research outcomes, which means
students receive a cutting-edge
and well-rounded education at the
University of Adelaide,” he said.
Story by David Ellis

To hear more about excellence
in teaching at the University
of Adelaide, visit Open Day
on Sunday 20 August, North
Terrace, 10am-4pm.
www.adelaide.edu.au/openday
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Queen’s honour
for obstetrician
Obstetrics & Gynaecology
The University of Adelaide’s Head
of Obstetrics and Gynaecology,
Professor Jeffrey Robinson, has
been awarded a Commander of the
British Empire (CBE) for his services
to maternal and fetal health.
Professor Robinson is a British
citizen who has headed Australia’s
largest – and arguably most
prestigious – obstetrics and
gynaecology department at the
University of Adelaide for the
past decade.
Under Professor Robinson’s
direction, the University of Adelaide
has built an international reputation
for the quality of its research in fetalmaternal health and reproductive
medicine and biology.
Professor Robinson is one of three
British citizens living overseas to be
awarded CBE medals in the 2006
Queen’s Birthday Honours List.
The internationally renowned
obstetrician has enjoyed a
distinguished reputation in the
reproductive medicine field for more
than 35 years.
He was born in Northern Ireland
in 1941 and graduated with First
Class Honours from the Queen’s

University, Belfast in 1967, winning
the Gold Medal when he passed his
Membership of the Royal College
of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists
in London.
Professor Robinson built an
outstanding research career
at Oxford University before
accepting the Chair of Obstetrics
and Gynaecology at Newcastle
University, NSW in 1980.
In 1986 he was appointed Professor
of Obstetrics and Gynaecology at
the University of Adelaide.
Under Professor Robinson’s
leadership, the University of Adelaide
has been awarded the largest
number of competitive research
grants over the past 10 years for any
Australian university obstetrics and
gynaecology department.
“His major contribution has been
to show that growth restriction of
the fetus during pregnancy leads to
increased mortality and morbidity
around birth, and also to a risk of
diabetes and cardiovascular disease
later in life.

“Professor Robinson has had 233
high quality, peer-reviewed papers
published in his career, the majority
in highly respected scientific
journals. He is frequently sought as
a national and international plenary
speaker, particularly in the area of
fetal origins of adult diseases,”
said colleague Professor Alastair
MacLennan.

“He is an outstanding clinician,
providing care to women with highrisk pregnancies. He is also a superb

Professor Jeffrey Robinson pictured with new
mother Susan Taylor and baby Jade at the
Women and Children’s Hospital
Photo by Candy Gibson

teacher, with many of his students
appointed to professorial chairs or
senior clinical or research positions,”
Professor MacLennan said.
Story by Candy Gibson

Public lecture: economics of culture
Economics
Professor David Throsby, an international
authority on the economics of the arts and
culture, will deliver the 51st Joseph Fisher
lecture in Elder Hall at the University of Adelaide
on 16 August.
Professor Throsby will discuss the
management of cultural heritage from an
economic viewpoint. Decisions about the use,
preservation and restoration of heritage are
more usually made by heritage professionals,
not economists, but Professor Throsby believes
there are many economic dimensions to
managing heritage.
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The Joseph Fisher lecture, organised by the
School of Economics, has been presented at
the University every other year since 1904
and is among Australia’s most prestigious
public lectures.
Funds for the lectures and a medal for the
top accounting student each year were kindly
provided by an endowment to the University
in 1903 by prominent Adelaide businessman
Joseph Fisher.
Professor Throsby has been Professor of
Economics at Macquarie University in Sydney
since 1974. He has been a consultant to the
World Bank, the OECD, FAO and UNESCO, as
well as many government organisations and
business. He was a member of the Experts’
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Committee drafting the UN Convention on
Cultural Diversity in 2003-2004.
His most recent book, Economics and Culture,
was published in 2001 by Cambridge University
Press and has since been translated into five
other languages.
The 2006 Joseph Fisher lecture, ‘Paying for
the Past: The Economics of Cultural Heritage’,
is a free public lecture, to be held at 6pm,
Wednesday 16 August, at Elder Hall,
University of Adelaide.

For more details contact (08) 8303 4768 or
email: fisherlecture@adelaide.edu.au

Standing up to cyber bullies
Social Sciences
Cyber bullying via mobile phones
and the Internet is becoming a
serious problem in Australian
schools, according to a University
of Adelaide academic.
Dr Shoko Yoneyama, a Senior
Lecturer in Asian Studies at the
School of Social Sciences, is part
of a Coalition of South Australian
schools and universities who are
tackling bullying, harassment and
violence in the State’s classrooms.
Dr Yoneyama represented the
University at an international bullying
conference held in Adelaide in
late June.

“In Japan, 80% of bullying is
carried out by a group, rather
than an individual. It happens in
close friendships where the victim
is not excluded from the group
but harassed for a period before
it’s someone else’s turn. ‘Good
students’ are involved in bullying,
instead of ‘problem kids’.”

Up to 200 teachers and researchers
attended the Safer South Australian
School Conference organised by
the Coalition.
In Australia, 6% of school students
are bullied on a weekly basis,
resulting in most state governments
now adopting anti-bullying policies.
Dr Yoneyama said the ramifications
of cyber bullying were widespread.
However, the Coalition was looking
to use modern technology to spread
anti-bullying messages, employing
the same devices (mobile phones
and the Internet) to good effect.

Bullying among international
students is also an issue in
Australian schools and universities
– a national problem which Dr
Yoneyama’s faculty is keen to
investigate.

Dr Yoneyema presented a paper in
the session: Cultures of Change in
Bullying, comparing the culture of
bullying in Japanese schools with
Australian schools.

“Asian students make up over
90% of our total population of
international students in Australian
schools and 75% of those students
are from China, South Korea, Hong
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Kong and Japan. Our expertise in
Asian Studies can contribute to
understanding these students better,
with the view to make their overseas
study as positive as possible.”
Story by Candy Gibson
Photo by Chris Tonkin

To hear more about Humanities &
Social Sciences at the University
of Adelaide, visit Open Day on
Sunday 20 August, North Terrace,
10am-4pm.
www.adelaide.edu.au/openday
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University composers win
major awards
Music
Elder Conservatorium of Music
alumni John Polglase and Natalie
Williams are the dual winners of
the inaugural Schueler Composition
Awards for 2006.
Created to encourage new works for
the Adelaide Symphony Orchestra
(ASO), the awards – worth $5000
each – have been established
through a generous donation from
Norman and Carol Schueler, in
honour of Mr Schueler’s mother,
Mrs Gogo Schueler.
Mr Polglase is a lecturer in the Elder
Conservatorium of Music and a
University alumnus, graduating with
a Bachelor of Music, First Class
Honours (Composition) in 1985. He
is currently studying for his PhD
in musical composition and is the
holder of a Commonwealth-funded
Australian Postgraduate Award.
Natalie Williams is a Melbournebased composer (originally from the
Barossa) who graduated from the
Elder Conservatorium of Music with
First Class Honours (Composition
and Musicology) in 1998. Two
of her recent works have been
commissioned and premiered by the
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra.
Natalie has been awarded a major
doctoral scholarship by the School of

Music at the University of Indiana in
Bloomington, one of the top music
schools in the US. She will leave
Australia in September to take up
this four-year appointment.
In announcing the awards,
Professor Charles Bodman Rae,
the Director and Dean of the Elder
Conservatorium of Music, said an
outstanding calibre of submissions
was received for the inaugural
awards.
“The exceptionally high standard
shows that South Australia really is a
‘hot spot’ for top-class compositional
activity in Australia,” he said.
“It is important for us to ensure
that new orchestral repertoire of a
high quality is created here. We are
blessed with a superb orchestra in
the ASO and very able and inventive
composers.
“We are delighted to acknowledge
the very generous and enlightened
gesture of the Schueler family in
promoting the creation of new
orchestral works with a connection
to South Australia. This is a
wonderful initiative that makes a
valuable contribution to the artistic
life of our State,” Professor Bodman
Rae said.

Left to right: John Polglase, Professor Graeme
Koehne, Natalie Williams and Professor
Charles Bodman Rae
Photo by Candy Gibson

Head of Composition at the Elder
Conservatorium, and Professor
Bodman Rae.

The panel of judges for the
awards comprised Mr Arvo
Volmer, Music Director of the
ASO, Professor Graeme Koehne,

To hear more about the Elder
Conservatorium of Music at the
University of Adelaide, visit Open
Day on Sunday 20 August, North
Terrace, 10am-4pm.
www.adelaide.edu.au/openday

Story by Candy Gibson

Concerts return after winter break
Music
The popular Friday Lunch Hour
Concert Series returns to Elder
Hall on 4 August.
The series of 16 concerts will
be held every Friday at 1.10pm
until 17 November. The dynamic
new program balances classical
masterpieces and innovative
new works.
The performers have been drawn
from the staff and students of the
Elder Conservatorium of Music and
visiting artists from across Australia
and overseas, including Bob
Mintzer from New York (see story
on page 19), Paavali Jumppanen
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will launch the series on 4 August.
Alexey Yemstov follows this with a
solo recital on 12 August. Born in the
Ukraine and now based in Sydney,
this young pianist will make his debut
in Elder Hall as part of a national tour
organised by the prestigious Sydney
International Piano Competition.

from Finland and Terence Tam, who
recently moved to Adelaide from
Canada to take up the position of
Concertmaster with the Adelaide
Symphony Orchestra.
Two of Australia’s leading chamber
ensembles also make a welcome
return to Adelaide. In August the
Tankstream Quartet will join forces
with Keith Crellin (viola) and Janis
Laurs (cello) for the Brahms String
Sextet and in October the Southern
Cross Soloists will present a
commemorative all-Mozart program.

A number of former students from
the Elder Conservatorium who
have gone on to enjoy success
both interstate and overseas will
be returning to give performances.
Violinist Niki Vasilakis, co-presenter
of Classical Destinations on SBS TV,
will give a recital with her new duo
partner Kristian Chong. Violist Helen
Ireland, another former student,
returns for a concert with the
Flinders Quartet in late September.

Another important aspect of the
series is to give performance
opportunities to talented young
artists. Five outstanding wind
players from the Australian National
Academy of Music in Melbourne
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The series concludes with the finals
of the very popular Beta Sigma Phi
Music Awards. Four finalists from the
Elder Conservatorium will compete
for a total of $2400 in prize money.
The concerts will be held in Elder Hall
every Friday at 1.10pm from 4 August
until 17 November. Admission is $5
and tickets are available at the door
from 12.30pm on the day of each
concert. Special subscription passes
are also available for $60. For more
information or to obtain a detailed
brochure contact the Concert Office
on (08) 8303 5925.
For full program details visit
www.music.adelaide.edu.au
Story by Alison Beare

Seeing big picture of eye disease
Health Sciences
Diabetes is emerging as a major health
problem in Aboriginal communities,
with related eye diseases causing
blindness in remote indigenous
populations, according to a new study
involving the University of Adelaide.
The study, conducted over a five-year
period between 1999 and 2004, reveals
that diabetic retinopathy (diabetic
disease of the retina) is endemic in
many Aboriginal communities, up to
four times higher than the general
population.
Researchers in Ophthalmology and
Visual Sciences, part of the School
of Medicine at the University of
Adelaide, and the South Australian
Institute of Ophthalmology screened
1651 Aboriginal patients from 22
communities in remote South
Australia. Support and ethics approval
for the research was obtained from
the Aboriginal Health Council of
South Australia.

The findings were recently published
in a paper in the official journal of the
Royal Australian and New Zealand
College of Ophthalmologists, Clinical
and Experimental Ophthalmology.

The researchers found that almost
47% had adult-onset diabetes mellitus
(a condition where the body cannot
maintain normal blood glucose levels),
with the disease twice as prevalent in
women than men. Within this group,
22% had eye-related diseases.

The public health research division
of the South Australian Institute of
Ophthalmology has also recently
completed an extensive blindness
study in rural Myanmar (formerly
Burma) in South-East Asia.

Dr Shane Durkin and Professor Dinesh
Selva said the world faced a global
epidemic of diabetes mellitus, with 5%
of people in developed countries now
suffering from the disease. In Australia
the figure is 6% – and two to four
times higher among Aborigines.

The 3000-person population-based
study has resulted in an improved
eye health support program (Vision
Myanmar) to help train local
ophthalmologists, updating their skills
and knowledge on a regular basis.

On a more positive note, the study
found that the prevalence of blinding
trachoma (chronic eye infection caused
by bacteria) has declined in Aboriginal
communities over the past 25 years.

The Institute is currently conducting
similar population-based studies to
assess the causes and prevalence of
blindness in central Sri Lanka and the
city of Sao Paolo in Brazil.

While still prevalent in Central
Australia, trachoma appears to be
less common in the southern areas
compared with the north.

In addition, the Institute has recently
established the Ophthalmic Research
Laboratories (ORL) in the Hanson
Institute under the direction of
Associate Professor Robert Casson.
The ORL is conducting world-class

“This decrease may be related to
improvements in living standards,
community awareness of risk factors
and increased access to antibiotics,”
Professor Selva said.
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A child being examined for evidence of
trachoma (an eye infection which may cause
scarring and blindness)
Photo by Alan Hoare, under permission
from the Aboriginal Health Council of SA,
courtesy of Ophthalmic Imaging, Royal
Adelaide Hospital

research into the pathophysiology
and treatment of glaucoma and agerelated macular degeneration, two of
the leading causes of blindness in the
developed world.
Professor Selva is the Foundation
Professor of Ophthalmology and Visual
Sciences at the University of Adelaide
and Chairman of the South Australian
Institute of Ophthalmology.
Story by Candy Gibson

To hear more about Health Sciences
at the University of Adelaide, visit
Open Day on Sunday 20 August,
North Terrace, 10am-4pm.
www.adelaide.edu.au/openday
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Why and how does the University of
Adelaide have an impact on people’s lives?
You can see, hear, taste and
experience it for yourself at the
University’s Open Day on Sunday
20 August.
With the theme ‘Living Life Impact’,
Open Day 2006 is an excellent
opportunity for all members of
the community to see what the
University of Adelaide is about.
It’s an opportunity for the people of
Adelaide to explore the University’s
North Terrace Campus, get involved
in a range of activities, learn
about our heritage, research and
innovation, and discover the many
aspects of what University life
involves.

Information Talks
From the ‘Beginner’s Guide to Uni’
through to ‘Solving Sudoku in the
Blink of an Eye’, there’s something for
everyone in the range of general and
faculty-specific talks. These talks will
help you to make informed choices
about studying at the University and
give you a taste for the wide range of
exciting study options available.
Want to know about studying
overseas as part of your degree
at Adelaide, or scholarship
opportunities? See the talks
available to you by visiting the
Open Day website:
www.adelaide.edu.au/openday

Roseworthy Campus Careers
and Information Day
Friday 18 August,

Brass it up!
The Battle of the Bands is going
big, bold and brassy for the
University of Adelaide’s Open
Day on Sunday 20 August – and
you can be part of the audience.

The performances will be
judged by a panel of musical
maestros from the University
of Adelaide’s prestigious Elder
Conservatorium of Music.

The Open Day Battle of the
Bands competition, to be held
in the marquee on Goodman
Crescent Lawns, features a range
of school bands performing
from 10.30am until 1.00pm, with
community bands performing
from 1.30pm until 4.00pm.

The Battle of the Bands is just
part of the entertainment on
campus during Open Day,
with other performances by
students and staff from the Elder
Conservatorium and the Centre
for Aboriginal Studies in Music,
live bands, performance artists
and demonstrations from the
University’s student clubs and
societies. It’s all aimed at giving
visitors a taste of life on campus.

In all, 10 bands – including brass,
oom-pah and concert bands
– will be battling it out to win part
of $2000 in prize money.
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10am-1pm

Interested in a career that won’t
tie you to a desk? Then come
to the University of Adelaide’s
Roseworthy Campus Careers
and Information Day and
discover how programs offered
by the Faculty of Sciences on
the Roseworthy Campus can
help you achieve your goal.
Information will be provided
about career options and
programs available at
Roseworthy, scholarships,
admission to programs,
accommodation and other
student support.
Information sessions will also
be presented for the Bachelor of

Agriculture, Bachelor of Science
(Agricultural Science), Bachelor
of Science (Animal Science)
and the Diploma in Agricultural
Production.
Take a tour of the Roseworthy
campus, including
accommodation facilities, and
discover the range of sporting
and social activities on offer.

For more information contact Judy Tucker on
08 8303 7812 or email: judy.tucker@adelaide.edu.au
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Tours
If you ever wanted to visit the
beautiful grounds and heritage
buildings at the University’s North
Terrace Campus, or learn more about
them, Open Day is your chance to
do just that.
A range of different tours will be
held on the day that will cater to
every need.
As well as tours of the Campus itself,
there are Public Art and Heritage
tours, self-guided tours through
the historic Mitchell Building, and
tours of the Museum of Classical
Archaeology, University laboratories,
and the Barr Smith Library.
Some tours only occur at a
specific time, while others are

held throughout the day. For more
information about the range
of tours available, visit the
Open Day website:
www.adelaide.edu.au/openday

Each faculty also has its own display
in the Bonython Hall Expo. For more
information about individual faculty
displays, visit the Open Day website:
www.adelaide.edu.au/openday

Faculty Displays and Activities

There’s So Much More!

Each academic faculty at the
University of Adelaide is represented
at Open Day with a variety of
displays and activities aimed at
bringing University study to life.

Entertainment, food, art and culture
– it’s all here at the University of
Adelaide’s Open Day. It’s a perfect
chance for the whole family to visit
the University, and it has something
for people of all ages.

Want to see a Microgravity or Space
Simulator in action? Want to try your
hand at suturing? Wondered how
History informs the modern world?
Interested in 3D animation? Or just
want to create a ball of slime? The
variety of displays and activities will
amaze – and entertain – you.

Vice-Chancellor Professor James
McWha will officially open the day
at 10.00am on Goodman Crescent.
The opening features a traditional
indigenous welcome – and you’re
invited to attend!

The Forum – continued from page 1

The French call Australian wine industrial,
does that make French wine primitive?
11.30am

The Ageing West –
a crisis for tomorrow

Loss of Freedom in the West:
have the terrorists won?

1.00pm

2.30pm

What it’s about:

What it’s about:

What it’s about:

Some believe that French wines cannot be
compared with any other. Australia and France
make wine differently and they therefore have
different tastes – two different cultures, two
different kinds of wine. But are culture and
history so important in making world-class
wine? Are Australian and French wines really
that different? Who really does make the
best wine?

With the increase in the average age in western
countries, there are fears that countries will
be burdened by ‘too many elderly people’.
What are the actual demographic trends?
What issues are we facing as the age of
the population increases? Does an ageing
population pose a significant threat to the
developed world?

Terrorism continues to be a significant
issue throughout the world. For some it
has prevented travel and/or business within
particular regions. With the introduction of
travel warnings and the fear of more terrorism
attacks, have the terrorists already won?
Panellists:

Panellists:

Professor Mike Brooks – Head of the School of
Computer Science, University of Adelaide

Professor Christopher Findlay – Head of the
School of Economics, University of Adelaide

Dr Andrew Gleeson – Associate Lecturer in the
Discipline of Philosophy, University of Adelaide

Associate Professor Jean Fornasiero – Head
of the Discipline of French Studies, University
of Adelaide

Professor David Findlay – Deputy Head of
the Department of Orthopaedics & Trauma,
University of Adelaide, and Head of the Bone
and Joint Centre, Hanson Institute

Dr Felix Patrikeeff – Senior Lecturer in the
Discipline of Politics, University of Adelaide

Dr Paul Grbin – Lecturer in Oenology in the
Discipline of Wine & Horticulture, University
of Adelaide

Professor Gary Wittert – Head of the School of
Medicine, University of Adelaide

Briony Hoare – Hoare Consulting, University of
Adelaide graduate and Young Winemaker of the
Year for 2003

Professor Graeme Hugo – Federation
Fellow and Professor in the Department of
Geographical & Environmental Studies

Panellists:
Dr Carolin Plewa – Associate Lecturer in the
School of Commerce, University of Adelaide
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Associate Professor Ric Zuckerman – Reader in
the Discipline of History, University of Adelaide

For more information about The Forum,
visit the University of Adelaide’s Open Day
website: www.adelaide.edu.au/openday
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Career start from
banana trunks
Engineering
Chemical Engineering Masters student Radika
Rupasinghe is achieving the perfect balance
of academic study and industry experience to
help realise her ambition of becoming a
process engineer.
Radika is doing a 12-month project with upcoming
company Papyrus Australia Ltd which is
developing the technology to turn banana trunks
into paper and will soon launch a demonstration
processing plant in Queensland.
Born and raised in Sri Lanka, Radika completed
a double Bachelor degree in Chemistry and
Engineering at Hope College at Holland in
Michigan, United States.
She came to the University of Adelaide to study
because of its excellent academic reputation, its
diversity, affordability and the opportunity to gain
quality work experience while studying.
Her Papyrus-sponsored project comes under
the University’s Graduate Industry Linked
Entrepreneurial Scheme (GILES), run by the
Office of Industry Liaison at the University’s
Thebarton Campus.
Radika’s role with Papyrus involves working out
how to control and optimise operating variables in
the process of turning banana trunks into a paperlike veneer.
“This requires a high degree of application
of scientific principles,” Radika said. “It’s the
perfect, first experience in process engineering.

I’m involved in developing a new manufacturing
process, helping bridge the gap between a
laboratory process and a commercial outcome.”
The University of Adelaide’s Manager Industry
Linked Education, Des Masters, said the GILES
program allowed students to gain valuable
experience through applying the technical and
theoretical skills they learnt during their studies to
industry. They act as a consultant on a particular
project.
Papyrus is a tenant at the University’s Research
Park at Thebarton and already had strong links
with the University. Its Managing Director, Ramy
Azer, is a graduate of the University of Adelaide
with a Master of Engineering Science, a Masters
in Business & Technology Commercialisation and

Masters student Radika Rupasinghe with banana
trunks used in the creation of papyrus paper
Photo by Robyn Mills

a Graduate Diploma in Business Enterprise. He
set up Papyrus under the University’s Graduate
Entrepreneurial Program in 1996.
The Papyrus process using banana trunks is an
energy and water-efficient alternative to paper
manufactured from wood pulp.
Papyrus will establish a demonstration plant in
Tully, Queensland this year, with hopes to be
selling the technology to banana growing areas
around the world soon after that.
Story by Robyn Mills

Outlining the challenge for mankind
Chemistry
When Stephen Lincoln, Professor of
Chemistry, was asked by publishers
to write a book about energy use
and climate change, he accepted
readily.
He’d previously co-authored a book
on his specialist research area
of cyclodextrin nano-chemistry,
awarded the Ollé Prize by the
Royal Australian Chemical Institute.
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And as a teacher of environmental
chemistry, energy use and its
ramifications for climate change was
a natural extension to this work.
“It was meant to be a short book,”
said Professor Lincoln with a laugh.
But six years and 533 pages later,
Imperial College Press released
Challenged Earth: An Overview of
Humanity’s Stewardship of Earth
in 2006.
“When I first started to look into
the wider picture of energy use and
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climate change, I quickly realised
I had to look at population growth
and water and food supply. That
led me to also look at what humans
are doing to Earth,” Professor
Lincoln said.
Professor Lincoln’s work is highly
regarded in Australia and overseas.
In 2002 he was awarded the Royal
Australian Chemical Institute’s
H.G. Smith Memorial Medal for
outstanding research in the field
of chemistry.

Lot-fed beef tastier, healthier
Animal Science
Animal science researchers at
the Roseworthy Campus have
discovered that pasture feeding
limits the palatability and some
health properties of beef.
A joint study by the University of
Adelaide, CSIRO in Queensland
and the Victorian Department of
Primary Industries has found that
pasture-reared cattle do not grow
to maturity or fatten as rapidly
as cattle reared on high-energy
cereal-based diets. Cattle reared
on pastures also produce higher
levels of saturated fats and less
mono-unsaturated fats.
The culprit is Vitamin A, a byproduct of beta-carotene,
which is inherent in pastures.
Vitamin A limits the degree of
fat desaturation that can occur,
resulting in harder fat and,
consequently, less palatable meat.
Senior Research Fellow Dr Brian
Siebert said the findings explained
why it had been difficult for
Australian beef producers to
raise the intramuscular fat levels
(marbling) to the levels desired by
the Japanese market.
“Vitamin A limits fat cell formation
within meat. This is significant

because higher marbling adds
profoundly to the value of
Australian export beef,” he said.
Dr Siebert is part of the beef
breeding and genetics research
group within the Discipline of
Agricultural and Animal Science at
Roseworthy.
Australia exports about 60% of
its beef and uses about 40%
domestically. The Japanese market
is worth around $2 billion a year
to Australia.
Dr Siebert estimated that due to
the tender, succulent qualities of
marbled beef, which is so highly
prized by the Japanese, up to 80%
of meat for Asian exports comes
from cereal-fed beef in Australia.
“Long-term high-energy cereal
feeding is an expensive exercise,
producing a highly priced, high-fat
product – the market for which is
small in Australia.
“Cereal feeding for a limited time,
however, can provide beef for an
expanding Australian market that
contains less saturated fat and a
fat content that is well within fat
consumption guidelines,” he said.

However, the supplemented levels
of Vitamin A are not so high as to
prevent marbling.

About 35% of Australian beef
cattle are now reared in feedlots.
Dr Siebert said beef producers
raising cattle on predominantly
cereal-fed diets use supplements
to prevent Vitamin A deficiency.

Challenged Earth provides
a scientifically based and
comprehensive insight into the
challenges facing humanity and
Earth in the 21st century.
The chapter titles point to the
breadth of the work: setting the
scene with ‘The Living Planet’ and
‘The Human Population’; laying
out some principal challenges
in ‘Water: The Vital Resource’
and ‘Food: Famine and Plenty’;
continuing through ‘A New
Biology’, ‘Health and Disease: An
Evolutionary Struggle’, ‘Energy:
The Basis of Modern Civilization’,
‘Greenhouse Earth and Climate
Change’ and finishing with
‘The Ozone Layer: Earth’s
Stratospheric Defence’.

Photo by Adam Bruzzone

The research group’s findings
were recently published in the
internationally renowned American
journal, Lipids.

www.adelaide.edu.au/openday

Story by Candy Gibson

“This book looks at the state of
Earth at the beginning of the 21st
century and outlines what the
century is likely to bring and the
challenges humanity will face,”
Professor Lincoln said.

launch by the South Australian
Environment and Conservation
Minister, the Hon. Gail Gago, at the
University of Adelaide last month. It
is available through web-based and
mail order bookshops.

“It discusses population change to
the end of the century and what
that will mean in energy demands
and climate change.”

Story by Robyn Mills

Professor Lincoln will present some
of his findings in a keynote speech
to the International Symposium
on Sustainable Development in
Sapporo, Japan, in August.

Professor Stephen Lincoln

To hear more about Sciences at
the University of Adelaide, visit
Open Day on Sunday 20 August,
North Terrace, 10am-4pm.

Challenged Earth is suitable for
general readers as well as students
and environmental professionals.
The book was given an Australian
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To hear more about Sciences at
the University of Adelaide, visit
Open Day on Sunday 20 August,
North Terrace, 10am-4pm.
www.adelaide.edu.au/openday
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New look
at Central
Asian
hotspots
Economics
It’s been 15 years since the collapse
of the Soviet Union and the world
is suddenly looking afresh at
the independent countries of
Central Asia.
“It was a sleepy part of the world in
the 1990s,” said Richard Pomfret,
Professor of Economics at the
University of Adelaide, “but following
the 9/11 attacks, the United States
invasion of Afghanistan and the oil
boom of recent years, suddenly
everyone is interested in this area.
“With oil prices up and huge new
reserves discovered in the Caspian
Sea, Central Asia is becoming one
of the big oil-producing regions of
the world.
“With the current focus on terrorism
and the fact that these are Islamic
countries, next door to Afghanistan,
there is naturally a lot of interest
in the stability of the region and
whether revolutions are likely.”
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Professor Pomfret is a world
authority on the economies of
Central Asia: Kazakhstan, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Kyrgyz
Republic. His field is economic
development, with a special
interest in former centrally planned
economies. He’s also done a lot
of work in and written two books
on China.

decline in income and increase in
poverty and this drives instability.
These people thought they were
living in a superpower and now find
they are poorer than India and very
cut-off from the rest of the world.”
Following the Soviet Union breakup in 1991, Professor Pomfret was
commissioned by the United Nations
to advise the Governments of
Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan,
Uzbekistan and Kyrgyz Republic
on creating their new economies
and spent most of 1993 travelling
between the countries.

His first book on the former Soviet
economies, The Economies of
Central Asia, was published by
Princeton University Press in 1995
and is regarded as the standard book
on that part of the world. Princeton
recently requested a follow-up.

“All the things we take for granted,
they had to start from scratch,” he
said. “They were still using Soviet
currency.”

The Central Asian Economies Since
Independence, just published,
provides a fresh analysis of the
economic prospects for the region
and likely impact on political stability.

Professor Pomfret said the advice
given to these governments didn’t
produce immediate outcomes.

“I’m not a political scientist, I’m
looking at the situation on an
economic basis,” Professor Pomfret
said. “Since the Soviet Union
collapse, there has been a big

“Hopefully it helped them to be
better policy-makers in managing
their monetary and trade policy and,
if mistakes were made, to have
them corrected.”
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Richard Pomfret
Photo by Robyn Mills

Professor Pomfret has more recently
been advising the World Bank and
the UN on how to measure poverty,
how to design policies to reduce
poverty and how to assess policy
impacts on the agriculture sector.
The Central Asian Economies Since
Independence (July 2006) has been
published by Princeton University
Press and can be ordered online
at www.pupress.princeton.edu
for US$65.
Story by Robyn Mills

To hear more about Economics
and the Professions at the
University of Adelaide, visit Open
Day on Sunday 20 August, North
Terrace, 10am-4pm.
www.adelaide.edu.au/openday

Photo by Lydia Paton

Environmental focus
for US visitors
Environment
The opportunity to showcase
the University as a study abroad
destination for US students was
realised last month with a visit by
American academics.

Robin Wagner, Deputy Director of
Academic Programs for IES, said
the week was split between formal
sessions and field trips to Camp
Coorong and the Waite campus.

A group of environmental specialists
from 14 colleges and universities in
the United States spent a week
at the University in early July
to discuss a joint course of
environmental study.

“We have programs in nearly 30
cities around the world and the
University of Adelaide is one of 150
IES partners,” Ms Wagner said.

Adelaide participants came from the
Faculties of Sciences, Humanities
and Social Sciences, the Professions
and the International Office.
Organised in conjunction with an
American body, the Institute for the
International Education of Students

In the past decade, nearly 500 Study
Abroad students from IES partner
colleges and universities have spent
a semester at the University of
Adelaide, gaining credits towards
degrees in their home country.

(IES), the program gave visiting
academics the chance to assess the
University’s environmental studies
curriculum.

Ms Wagner said the visiting
delegates spent two days in the
Coorong (pictured above), learning
about local environmental issues, and
also spent time with environmental
biologist Associate Professor David
Paton, who spoke with them about
the challenges facing native fauna in
South Australia.

“However, this is the first time that a
science faculty group has travelled
abroad to examine one of our
partner programs.

Scientists at the Waite Campus also
explained the latest developments in
plant genomics and new approaches
to irrigation.

“We felt that environmental studies
was an area of academic pursuit in
the US that does not have as many
students studying abroad as
it could.”

“The whole experience provided
a multi-disciplinary approach to
environmental studies – exactly
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Dr Robert Dare (Humanities & Social
Sciences), Dr Jenny Watling (Sciences), Robin
Wagner (IES) and Brian Orland (Penn State
University, USA) pictured at the conclusion of
the week-long environmental studies program

the kind of thing we would like
our students to benefit from,” Ms
Wagner said.
Ongoing discussions will now be
held to establish a joint course of
environmental study for domestic
and study abroad students.
Story and photo by Candy Gibson

To hear more about Environmental
Studies at the University of Adelaide,
visit Open Day on Sunday 20
August, North Terrace, 10am-4pm.
www.adelaide.edu.au/openday
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New bequest
brochure launched
Development

Economics
The School of Economics has
established an endowment fund for
an annual Visiting Professorship,
named after distinguished academic
and leading economist Geoff
Harcourt.

The University of Adelaide would
ÀÃÌ
be a very different place if it weren’t iÌÃ\
for bequests. Imagine North Terrace
without Elder Hall, or the University
without the Waite campus – just two
examples of resources that bequests
have provided.

Emeritus Professor Geoff Harcourt
has been recognised for the
enormous contribution to the School
and University during his 25-year
career here and to the field of
economics generally then and since.

A new brochure has been launched
emphasising the importance
of bequests in the University’s
development, both in the past and
for our future.

Head of School Professor Christopher Findlay said: “As a leading
economist, both at home and overseas, Geoff has had a profound
impact on the world of economic thought and economics
education. But, more than this, as a gregarious, enthusiastic and
compassionate human being, he has left a lasting impression on
the students and colleagues whose lives he has touched.”

“Bequests are an enduring and vital
way of supporting the University,”
said Jon Russack, the University’s
Bequest Officer. “The new bequest
brochure is designed to assist
people who are considering making
this special kind of gift.”
The brochure provides a guide
for anyone who is contemplating
making a bequest to the University
and suggests various ways for
making the gift. It also explains
that it is not necessary to create an
external trust for bequests that are
intended to last “in perpetuity”.

New fellowship named
for economics icon

Geoff Harcourt began his career at Adelaide as a lecturer in
economics in 1958 and was promoted to professor in 1967. He
left Adelaide in 1982 for Cambridge University, where he was a
lecturer in economics until his retirement in 1998.
Among numerous awards, he was admitted as an Officer of the
Order of Australia in 1994, made a Distinguished Fellow of the
Economic Society of Australia in 1996 and a Distinguished Fellow
of the History of Economics Society in 2004.
The Geoff Harcourt Visiting Professorship will annually invite a
global leader in a field of economics to share their knowledge and
experience with students, staff and the business community.

viÊ«>VÌÊ/ iÊ1
ÛiÀÃÌÞÊvÊ`i>`i

To obtain a copy of the brochure, please contact Jon Russack
at the Development and Alumni office, by telephone on (08) 8303 3234,
or email: jonathan.russack@adelaide.edu.au

For more information on supporting the Professorship
please contact the School of Economics on (08) 8303 4768
or email: harcourt@adelaide.edu.au

Development & Alumni Events
Roseworthy Old Collegians
Association Inc

Date: Saturday 16 September

Event: ROCA AGM and Dinner
The 2006 ROCA Award of Merit will be presented in
conjunction with the AGM and annual Dinner. Featured
also will be 10, 25, 40 and 50-year reunion groups.
Venue: Glenelg Golf Club,
James Melrose Drive, Novar Gardens
Date: Friday 13 October
Time: 6.30pm
RSVP: Dr David Cooper (08) 8363 4371 (work)
(08) 8332 5882 (home)

RSVP: Chris Barnes (03) 9428 9699
ctgbarnes@optusnet.com.au and
Frank Chapman 0418 651 186
frank.chapman@citigroup.com

Roseworthy Old Collegians
Association Inc

Date: Monday 7 August

Event: 20th Reunion Roseworthy Graduates
All former students at Roseworthy in the year 1986
(graduates from 1986,1987, 1988 and 1989) and their
partners are invited to this 20-year Special Reunion.
A recovery function is planned for Sunday 17 September
at the Aberdeen Hotel, Pulteney Street, Adelaide.
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Venue: National Wine Centre, North Terrace, Adelaide

MBA Alumni Association
Event: “Of Shipping Containers and Photons – how minor
innovations can change the world”, presented by
Dr John Rice
Venue: Adelaide Graduate School of Business (AGSB),
NAB Room 5th floor, 233 North Tce, Adelaide
Time: 5:45pm for 6:00pm
Cost: $20 for MBA Alumni Association Members $25 for
non-members $10 for current AGSB students
RSVP: Development and Alumni Office by 31 July
email gaynor.tyerman@adelaide.edu.au or phone
(08) 8303 6356 www.agsb.adelaide.edu.au/
alumni/docs/MBAAA_RiceSeminar.pdf
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Adelaide University Alumni
Malaysia Bhd
Event: Paintball tournament
Venue: TAG Paintball, Taman Desa, Kuala Lumpur
Date: Sunday 27 August
Time: 8:00am - 6:00pm
Cost: RM200 per person (each team consists of 7 players)
RSVP: westmalaysia.alumni@gmail.com
or phone Edmond +6019 380 9788
Event: Penang Membership Extension/Development Trip
Join members en route to Penang to meet up with
members from the Northern states of Peninsular
Malaysia. Itinerary includes dinner get-together and
Penang tourist sites.
Venue: Penang
Date: 19-20 August
Time: various
Cost: TBA
RSVP: westmalaysia.alumni@gmail.com
or phone Robert +6019 233 0277

Our award-winning spaces
Architecture
New developments at the University
of Adelaide’s North Terrace
Campus drew the spotlight at the
recent Royal Australian Institute of
Architects (RAIA) annual awards.
The North Terrace Redevelopment,
the Campus Central Access Lift, the
Lower Level Campus Development
and a new secure bicycle storage
unit all received the highly prized
awards and commendations at the
RAIA’s gala event.
“The University is committed to
enhancing the campus for the
benefit of students, staff and the
community of Adelaide, but doing
this within the constraints of space
while preserving its unique heritage
presents significant challenges.
Public recognition of the priority
we’ve placed on design and our
contribution to the Adelaide environs
is gratifying,” said Harald Baulis,
Director of Infrastructure.

The Adelaide Prize, presented by the
Adelaide City Council, recognises
a “built project of excellence that
enhances the public realm of the
City of Adelaide”. It was awarded
to the joint State Government, City
Council and University North Terrace
redevelopment by landscape designer
Taylor Cullity Lethlean with architect
Peter Elliot Architects.
The jury found “the winning entry
stood alone as an outstanding
example of collaboration, design
integrity and public realm
achievement in Adelaide”.

Lower Level Campus Development
(Hassell, MGT Architects and Hardy
Milazzo) and for the University’s new
rainbow-coloured access lift (Walter
Brooke and Associates). The lift also
received a commendation in the
New Building category.
The Lower Level Campus
Development, which has taken place
over the past five years, has opened
up the vista to the Barr Smith Library
from Frome Road.
The Colorbond Steel Award went
to the Prototype Bicycle Shelter
(Tridente Architects), located behind
the Horace Lamb Building. The
unique secure ‘bike shed’ is relatively
light and fully transportable due to
the “highly inventive” use of steel.

“The redevelopment contributes to all
of the aspirations that we have for the
City of Adelaide to be an activated,
sustainable, beautiful place for
people... and illustrates that through
careful strategic management, and
good design, sensitive sites involving
a multitude of stakeholders, including
the broader community, can have
outcomes of outstanding merit,” the
citation said.

A University of Adelaide staff
member was also recognised at the
awards. Professor Tony Radford,
from the School of Architecture,
Landscape Architecture and Urban
Design, won a commendation in
the Residential category for his
‘Workday Weekenders’ – “a mirror
image pair of homes on a compact
site in Norwood that aim to offer the

The Urban Design category of the
awards produced the top honour
of Award of Merit for both the
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relaxed welcome of a holiday house
at the end of every working day”.
“It highlights the possibilities for
imaginatively designed urban infill
housing,” Professor Radford said.
“The rare achievement is success
in both architecture design awards
and ARC research grants. The design
of the house is directly influenced
by research with colleagues in the
School of Architecture, Landscape
Architecture and Urban Design on
the actual performance in use of
architect-designed houses.”
Story by Robyn Mills
Photo by Peter Fischer,
courtesy of Tridente Architects

To see the University of Adelaide’s
award-winning structures and
spaces up close and personal, visit
Open Day on Sunday 20 August,
North Terrace, 10am-4pm.
www.adelaide.edu.au/openday
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Management
program
heads north
Business
One of the University of Adelaide’s most successful
management development programs has been
exported to Darwin, filling a gap in the Northern
Territory’s professional market.
It is the first time the Professional Management
Program (PMP) has been offered in Darwin, attracting
an intake of 15 students in its first year.
The program, which is run out of the Adelaide
Graduate School of Business (AGSB), is designed
for managers and professionals who want to
increase their skills in the marketplace and acquire
postgraduate management qualifications. It is
presented in six, two-day modules over a
12-month period.
Director of Executive Education at the AGSB Bob
Walter said the response to the new program in
Darwin had been “extremely positive”.
“There was nothing similar to this program being
run in the Northern Territory and we have effectively
plugged that gap,” he said.
The course is a modular program that covers a range
of management topics including the core topics of
leadership, financial and strategic management, and
business fundamentals.
More than 1000 managers from the public and
private sector have completed the course since it
was launched in Adelaide in 1999.

management experience, averaging seven to
nine years.
“A lot of the people undertaking the course have
been in a managerial role for some time, but are
looking for an endorsement of their skills. Many want
to beef up their resumes or embark on postgraduate
management study.
“The feedback we get from their mentors and other
senior managers at the completion of the course
is very positive. As participants become more
competent in their role, they also become more
confident. This confidence flows on to the rest
of their work group resulting in a more effective
business unit,” he said.

About 50% of all past PMP graduates had not
studied university or completed any tertiary study
prior to signing up for the program.

In addition to personal and professional development,
the program can provide significant benefits to the
host organisation through the work-based strategic
project. These benefits can include enhanced
working environments, increased revenues, greater
productivity and cost efficiencies.

Mr Walter said despite the lack of tertiary
qualifications, most participants had considerable

Mr Walter said the AGSB has tailored the program
for different organisations in the public and private

From left: PMP participants Nicholas Deufel (Dimensions Data
Australia), presenter Alina Lebed, Terry O’Donnell (University of
Adelaide) and Peter Youil (Joe White Maltings Pty Ltd)

sectors, where the content is customised to suit
particular organisational needs.
In Adelaide, the PMP carries status of two subjects
into the range of award programs offered at the
AGSB. The University has held discussions with
Charles Darwin University, which has confirmed
that applications for credit into their postgraduate
management programs will be considered on merit.
Story by Candy Gibson

To hear more about the Adelaide Graduate School
of Business, visit Open Day on Sunday 20 August,
North Terrace, 10am-4pm.
www.adelaide.edu.au/openday

Overseas rewards for graduates
Music
Two graduates from the Elder
Conservatorium of Music have
received Helpmann Academy
grants to pursue their studies in
Europe and the United States.
Composer Luke Harrald, who
graduated with First Class Honours
in Composition in 2002, undertook
a summer intensive course in
Paris last month with nine other
international participants.
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Luke attended the Centre de
Creation Musicale Iannis Xenakis
(CCMIX), a studio named after the
well-known composer, who died
in 2001.

said. “It will be great to compose a
new piece in a studio which has so
much history behind it and to meet
several of the tutors who have had
so much influence on me.”

Only 10 students are selected to
take part in the summer school
each year.

This year the summer school
focused on combining sound and
vision, central to Luke’s own work,
which involves creating installations
and writing film scores.

Luke was tutored by several worldrenowned composers, including
Gerrard Pape, the head of CCMIX,
Trevor Wishart (UK) and Eduardo
Miranda (Brazil).
“The main emphasis of the summer
school is to create new work,” Luke
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Prior to his Parisian sojourn,
Luke spent some time in the UK
undertaking research for his PhD in
Music at the Elder Conservatorium.
He was involved in the Live

Right: Composer
Luke Harrald

Far Right:
Percussionist
Fleur Green with
Fraser Nicholson,
Executive Director
of EDS in SA

Algorithms for Music research
group at Goldsmith College in
London, and visited University
College London and the University
of Plymouth as well as the Sonic
Arts Research Centre in Belfast.

Bob jazzes up Adelaide
Tickets to the Lunch Hour Concert are $5,
available from the door from 12.30pm.

Music
One of the world’s leading jazz saxophonists,
composers and educators – distinguished
visiting New York artist Bob Mintzer – will
perform two concerts at the University of
Adelaide in August.
The concerts will be the culmination of a
week-long residency by Mintzer at the Elder
Conservatorium of Music during which he
will present master classes, workshops and
lectures to students, and teach on a one-toone basis in the jazz and classical areas.
Mintzer has been a member of the famous
New York Yellowjackets for 15 years and is
an active performer and music educator.
In addition to his impressive performance
schedule, he still finds time to compose and
arrange, and he has written tunes for such
other jazz luminaries as Buddy Rich, Thad
Jones, Mel Lewis and the GRP Big Band.
Mintzer has also composed works for the
New York Philharmonic Orchestra and has
done session work with James Taylor, Queen,
Aretha Franklin and countless others. His
recording of Homage to Count Basie won a
Grammy Award in the best large ensemble
category for the 44th Annual Awards in 2001.
Mintzer’s first concert is part of the Elder
Conservatorium of Music Friday Lunch
Hour Concert Series, 1.10pm in Elder Hall
on 11 August. Featuring a selection of
standards plus original works by Mintzer for
saxophone quartet and jazz ensemble, the
concert will include Dusty Cox, Chris Soole
and Mike Stewart (soprano, alto and baritone
saxophones respectively), with Bruce Hancock
(piano), John Aué (double bass) and Laurie
Kennedy (drums).

“This has been a great experience
because it has shown me how well
the research that is happening in
Australia stands up internationally,”
he said.
Meanwhile, percussionist Fleur
Green headed to the US last month
to take up a scholarship at the
prestigious Peabody Conservatory
in Baltimore.
One of only 10 musicians
selected for a two-year, $15,000
scholarship, Fleur will study for a
Graduate Diploma at the Peabody
Conservatory, which is part of the
Johns Hopkins University.

Mintzer’s second concert at the University
of Adelaide is also the second concert for
2006 in the Elder Conservatorium’s Evening
Concert Series.
To be held on Saturday 12 August at 7.30pm
in Elder Hall, the program features Mintzer
as soloist, performing some of his own
works including Slo-Funk, Carla, Heart of the
Matter and Elvin’s Mambo with the Elder
Conservatorium Big Band directed by Dusty
Cox, and also a Studio Orchestra conducted
by Keith Crellin and Robert Hower performing
Gershwin’s Cuban Overture, and Mintzer’s
Prayer for Peace and On the Brighter Side.
“Bob Mintzer has made his mark merging
a traditional jazz approach with an allencompassing modernism, which embraces
lyricism, a strong sense of swing and
arrangements that take the listener on an
unpredictable and vibrant journey,” said the
Manager of the Evening Concert Series,
Helen Simpson.
“His Big Band arrangements have become
standard repertoire for bands all over the
world, while his signature writing style is
easily recognisable and can be heard on radio,
in universities, high schools and jazz venues.”
Tickets for the 12 August Evening Concert are
$33 adult/$27 conc/$22 student, available from
BASS or dial’n’charge 131 246. University of
Adelaide Staff at concession price.

For more information about the Evening
Concert Series, please contact Helen
Simpson on (08) 8303 5286 or email:
helen.simpson@adelaide.edu.au

Selected from more than 90
applicants worldwide, it is the
first time an Australian has been
awarded a scholarship to study at
the Conservatory.
Fleur will have weekly lessons
with internationally renowned
percussionist Professor Robert Van
Sice, who has commissioned much
of the marimba repertoire now
available.
Fleur studied under James Bailey at
the Elder Conservatorium of Music,
achieving First Class Honours in
Percussion Performance in 2005.
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Since graduating she has toured as
a composer and percussionist with
Windmill Performing Arts Company
and studied under marimba
virtuoso Keiko Abe in Japan.
Story by Candy Gibson

To hear more about the Elder
Conservatorium of Music at the
University of Adelaide, visit Open
Day on Sunday 20 August, North
Terrace, 10am-4pm.
www.adelaide.edu.au/openday
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Political backstabbing

isn’t dead
the past five years he has acted in
and produced several short films and
is working on his first independent
feature. In 2002 Bart won his
first Shakespearean role, playing
Macduff in Rough Magic’s Macbeth
production.

pitch, anarchy erupts and a bloody
civil war ensues.

Theatre
Almost 400 years after his death,
William Shakespeare’s work
continues to remain relevant. This
month, the Theatre Guild brings to
stage the playwright’s great political
drama, Julius Caesar, albeit with a
modern twist.
The play – based on events of 2000
years ago and written in the 16th
century – examines the themes of
politics, betrayal, conspiracy, deceit,
power and danger.
Director Brant Eustice and an
ensemble cast bring to life a familiar
plot: a dictator (Julius Caesar) is
assassinated to restore the Roman
Republic and equality. Politicians
use spin to defend and denounce
the dead, crowds are rallied to fever

Theatre Guild Chair John Edge
plays the title role, ably supported
by a talented local cast, including
professionally trained actors Michael
Allen and Bart Csorba in the roles of
Brutus and Cassius respectively.

Both actors jumped at the chance of
playing two of Shakespeare’s “evil”
characters.

Michael Allen is a graduate from the
Adelaide Centre for the Performing
Arts and has an impressive list of
acting credits behind him: I was a
Teenage Fascist (Magpie Theatre),
Madame Butterfly, The Mikado,
Cosi Fan Tute (State Opera SA),
Julius Caesar (Australian Opera),
Oedipus Rex, Death of a Salesman
(Bakehouse Theatre) and Hamlet
(Allied Artists). His television work
includes McLeod’s Daughters,
Maslin Beach and Opal Dreams.

“We get to deliver some wonderful
lines which reveal Shakespeare’s
deep understanding of the human
condition,” Michael said.
“His use of language and the
visual imagery of his poetry is very
powerful. He also examines a lot of
universal themes that were relevant
2000 years ago as well as today.”
Bart says the production draws
parallels with today’s world that
are not overpowering but still
very obvious.

Bart Csorba is a 2001 graduate of
the Centre for Performing Arts. In

The Range
weekdays at 4pm

A Cruisy Hip Trip

including feature cd giveaway
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“The audience will recognise an
urban warfare theme running
through the play. Julius Caesar
examines other issues which
people will relate to – for example,
fate versus free will, the eroding
of political debate and the conflict
between the public self and the
private self.”
Julius Caesar is being performed at
the Little Theatre, near the Cloisters
(off Victoria Drive) at the University
of Adelaide on Saturday 5 August,
8-12 August and 15-19 August.
Tickets are $25 full/$20 concession.
Tuesday performances are $15 for
University students and staff.
Tickets are available from the
Theatre Guild on (08) 8303 5999
or online at www.adelaide.edu.au/
theatreguild
Story by Candy Gibson

